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Dated 18.04.19 

Clarification of Murli dated 20.11.67 (Morning class) 

The morning class of the 20.11.1967 was being narrated. On Monday, the topic on the first 

line (sentence) of the sixth page was being cleared for two days; what? What special difference 

was mentioned between Radha and Krishna? Krishna is called Shyam-Sundar
1
 but Radha isn‟t 

called Shyam-Sundari. So, there is a difference, isn‟t there? They swing Krishna in a cradle. 

They certainly don‟t swing Radha. So look, she won‟t be called Shyam-Sundari. They won‟t be 

able to call her [that] either. It is because calling someone Shyam-Sundar only befits the One. So, 

He sits and explains all these topics to the children, so that the children understand them all 

properly and become capable to explain to anyone. Those who understand, they write, note down 

[and] explain. They keep practicing like this. So, you need the practice to explain for this, don‟t 

you? Those who have a lot of practice to understand and to explain… and they explain in 

English as well as in Hindi. And whoever knows whichever language well, they explain in that 

language. Now, they explain in English as well. Why was it said „now‟? Why not earlier? 

Earlier, the old didis, dadis weren‟t much educated and later on [i.e.] now, educated maidens 

started coming and they know English too. So, they explain in English. Now look, go there. 

Where? To Kanada (Karnataka). So, they explain in Kanada as well. Now, go to any village, the 

language is different, isn‟t it? They have to explain in Gujarati too. Those who [speak] Urdu 

don‟t get so confused. Why? It is because those who [speak] Urdu understand Hindi. The 

Muslims ruled here, in India for hundreds of years, didn‟t they? So, they learnt their language as 

well. As is the king, so are the subjects. Similarly, the language is also in use. So, those who 

[speak] Urdu understand Hindi. They understand English as well. As for the rest, there are these 

Madrasis
2
. It is because the mothers there don‟t know [Hindi] at all. Arey, nowadays… How 

many years have passed? 50-60 years have passed. 70 years have passed. English is in practice 

there a lot. The time of the past, of 67 was mentioned. So there, the mothers among the Madrasis 

don‟t know [Hindi] at all. Then, they need a translator. Do you know how much respect a 

translator commands? Those who know eight–ten languages, arey, they are valued a lot. They 

are first class language teachers, aren‟t they? Look, they are also present here, in Delhi. They 

come and sit in councils. So, when councillors give speech, they (the translators) keep explaining 

in all [sorts of] languages. They keep translating, don‟t they? This has also been arranged, hasn‟t 

it daughter?  

Now, how much will the salary of the translator be? It is because you won‟t find many 

translators who know many languages. Arey, they might be well-paid. As far as the salary is 

concerned, one receives more than the other. It is because these egotistic scientists earn the most. 

What? They get a high salary. It is because those who make these bombs etc. get money. You 

did understand, didn‟t you? What? The shooting happens here, in the Brahmin world. The 

shooting of those who make bombs happens, doesn‟t it? Just like they fill such [things] in those 

bombs that when they explode, [people] die immediately just by smelling their odour. Similarly, 

they make very big bombs like them. What? And they fill such defamation in them that if you 
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smell them, the game is over. No matter how much they listened to the knowledge… There is the 

fragrance of knowledge, isn‟t there? All that goes in vain. When the bomb of defamation 

explodes... Do you know what the biggest bomb is? (Student replies.) Yes, the bomb of the 

revelation of the Supreme Soul. It isn‟t the bomb of the revelation of the Supreme Father. First of 

all, the permanent chariot, who has been mentioned in the Gita: Parmaatamaa itii udhaarata 

[meaning] he is called the Supreme Soul. It is because there is just the One Soul who is the 

Supreme Father, who is Akshar
3
, who is always Akshar. He never loses vigour. He doesn‟t 

become weak at all. That is just the One. The permanent chariot He enters, He makes him equal 

to Himself, doesn‟t He? So, the one who is called the Supreme Soul, it means, the supreme actor 

among all the pleasure-seeking souls. What? He is the supreme actor in seeking pleasures too. 

What kinds of pleasure? One is the pleasure of the elevated indriyaan and the pleasure even 

higher than that is the pleasure beyond the indriyaan. Which one? There is pleasure beyond the 

indriyaan, isn‟t there? (Student replies.) No? What? Arey, the Sun is beyond celestial degrees, 

isn‟t He? So, He will give joy that is beyond celestial degrees, won‟t He? The Moon is indeed 

bound in 16 celestial degrees. So, the part of the Moon of Knowledge who is called 

Krishnacandra will certainly give limited happiness, won‟t he? He will give happiness that is 

bound in 16 celestial degrees. And [what about] the Sun? The Sun is in fact the store house of 

inexhaustible light of knowledge, so He will give inexhaustible happiness, won‟t He? So, it isn‟t 

about the inert sun. It is about the living Sun of Knowledge, the Supreme Father, Heavenly God 

the Father, Shiva who is Sada Shiva (forever beneficial).  

So, when He comes in this world, the soul that plays the part in the form of the Supreme 

Soul, who is the hero actor… In which aspect does He make him the hero first? In experiencing 

the highest of the high happiness. Which highest of the high happiness? One is the pleasure of 

corrupt indriyaan, they are called karmendriyaan. The happiness of the gyaanendriyaan is higher 

than that. Even among them (the gyanendriyaan), they are at different levels, aren‟t they? The 

happiness of the eyes, of the vision is the highest among the gyaanendriyaan as well. And [the 

happiness] beyond the indriyaan is even higher than that. [The happiness] higher than even the 

gyaanendriyaan is… (Student replies.) Yes. Which should be called… What should it be called? 

The super sensuous joy, the happiness that takes you beyond the indriyaan. It is as if you forget 

the happiness of the indriyaan. Those who experience the super sensuous joy, they forget the 

happiness of the indriyaan. It is the happiness of such high category. So, the one who is the hero 

actor will experience the highest of the high joy, won‟t he? (Student replies.) Yes, so he will be 

glorified a lot in the world. Then, no one knows that the one who becomes the highest of the 

high, after passing through the four stages on this stage like world… It is because he is the seed 

of the whole world, isn‟t he? He is the father. He is the father in [performing] the highest of the 

high actions and in experiencing the highest of the high joy as well as peace. And is he the father 

of those who experience the lowliest sorrow and restlessness or not? He is. So, when he 

experiences the lowliest pleasure of the corrupt indriyaan, he experiences it the most. The 

Christians, the Yadavas in the world have this freedom among them. Their government has made 

a law: marry and divorce as many times as you want. Experience the pleasure of the indriyaan 

with as many [people] as you wish. Do they have [this] freedom or not? (Student replies.) Yes, 

they do. And marry according to the government, legally if you want to, otherwise you may 
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experience pleasure with as many as you wish secretly. So, is it adulterous pleasure or un-

adulterous [pleasure]? It is adulterous pleasure.  

This is considered [to be] very bad in India. Why? It is because there is a majority of the 

deity souls among the Bharatvaasi souls, the human souls, isn‟t there? So, the deity souls have 

experienced the highest of the high happiness. They experienced the happiness of the 

gyaanendriyaan, the happiness complete with 16 celestial degrees [and] the happiness beyond 

the indriyaan. So, do they dislike this concept [of adultery] a lot or do they like it? It is a matter 

of great defamation for them. And they become very upset listening to that defamation. Who? 

The Bharatvaasis or the foreigners? The Bharatvaasis become upset. So, the bombs of 

defamation that are made… The defamation of adultery is the biggest defamation according to 

the Indians, isn‟t it? You did understand, didn‟t you? So, these are the bombs, the bombs of 

defamation in the unlimited Brahmin world. Whose defamation? It is the defamation of even the 

highest of the high actor who is Vishvapita (World Father), who is the seed, the father of the 

whole world. So, the ones who have feelings for God, will they lose that feeling or will it be 

intact? They lose that feeling. And they lose it rapidly. They smell the defamation and they 

immediately become the ones with a doubting intellect. So now, the things that are called bombs, 

bomb… For what are they [made]? Those physical bombs cause physical death and this 

unlimited bomb causes unlimited death. What is the unlimited death? The unlimited death means 

to have a doubting intellect and to be destroyed.  

The dhaarnaa of the religion that the Father teaches … Which dhaarna does He teach first 

of all? Which dhaarna does He teach in the very foundation? (Student replies.) Yes, you are a 

point of light soul that resides in the middle of eyebrows. You aren‟t the body. Then, that‟s all. 

There is a heavy blow on the number one dhaarna of religion that God taught. It is because the 

deity souls are alive on the basis of this very dhaarna in the Golden and Silver Ages. Or do they 

die? They certainly don‟t die. They leave their cloth like body willingly. Do they experience 

dying? In today‟s world, [people] fear death a lot. The biggest fear is the sorrow of death. There 

are other sorrow too. There is the sorrow of birth. There is the sorrow of old age. There are other 

kinds of sorrow too; but this unlimited death in the Brahmin world… There is a quick succession 

of deaths after listening to the defamation. What? Why? It is because this is something new, isn‟t 

it? What? Who that Shiva is. In fact, it is said that Shiva is Ever Pure. What does „ever pure‟ 

mean? It means that He is the purest. When He is the purest, will He perform impure tasks? To 

indulge in adultery, to indulge in adultery through the corrupt indriyaan is certainly a very 

impure task. Do deities, the deity souls experience happiness with one or many? They experience 

happiness with one [person]. They are so pure! And how pure should the One who makes those 

deities be? (Student replies.) No? Yes, very pure. So, when this concept sits in the intellect that 

the One whom we considered to be the purest, the Creator of even the pure deities is the Ever 

Pure Shivbaba, He is corporeal so incorporeal and incorporeal so corporeal…  

So, when that bomb of defamation explodes, numerous witnesses come up. What? Do few 

witnesses come up or do numerous come up? It isn‟t that few [witnesses] come up. Just like you 

children saw, heard, there was defamation in Farrukhabad. There was, wasn‟t there? Then, how 

many gave proofs and testified [saying:] „Yes, he committed such and such adulterous acts with 

me‟? [Others said:] „He did it with me too. He did it with me too‟. So, many broke [from 

knowledge], didn‟t they? They broke after hearing this, didn‟t they? (Student replies.) Yes. Even 
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half of those who were surrendered with the body, mind and wealth ran away to their homes. Did 

they run or not? (Student replies.) Yes. So, this unlimited bomb of defamation explodes. That 

was about the year 98, there was half destruction at that time. Now? Now, which shooting has to 

happen? Does the rehearsal have to take place or not? Just like there was the rehearsal in the 

beginning of the yagya. Was there [the rehearsal] or not? Of ten years. It first happened in Om 

Mandali, didn‟t it? So, when five-six years passed from the ten years in Om Mandali and the 

bomb of defamation exploded in Sindh Hyderabad and everyone… What happened? Everyone 

broke [from knowledge]. Did they break or not? What happened in Om Mandali? Tuut gaii hai 

malaa, moti bhikhar gaye. Do din rahakar saath, naa jaane kidhar gaye
4
. So, whatever 

happened in the beginning… The 100 years of the Purushottam Confluence Age for the highest 

of the high religious father who establishes the True Religion that has been mentioned – it was 

said, there are 100 years for him as well, wasn‟t it, just like the other religious fathers had 100 

years – so, whatever happened in the ten years in the beginning , will it happen in the end as well 

or not? (Student replies.) Won‟t it happen? (Student replies.) Yes, it will. Whatever happens in 

the beginning… (To the student:) Arey! Why don‟t you speak? As is the beginning so is the end.  

So, the end… There are two types of souls in the unlimited Brahmin world. One [of] those 

who are born from the Sun, the Suryavanshis and the other is [of] the whole world that is born 

from the Moon of Knowledge, the soul of Krishna who plays the part of Dada Lekhraj Brahma. 

They are the Brahmins of the lower categories, aren‟t they? So, there is less light, less knowledge 

in the Moon, they are souls that grasp less knowledge, souls that are born in hazy light. 

Certainly, when there is less knowledge in them, then… You have a happy life based on 

knowledge itself, don‟t you? (Student replies.) Yes. The souls who are Suryavanshi, who listen 

sitting face to face to the Sun in the form of the Father, the Teacher, the Supreme Teacher and 

the Sadguru are elevated, aren‟t they? (Student replies.) Yes, they are the seed form souls equal 

to the Father. So, will the shooting, rehearsal of the seed form souls happen first in the Brahmin 

world in the end or will the rehearsal of the supporting souls, the root souls take place first? 

Whose [rehearsal] will happen [first]? It is of the seed form souls. So, the topic of the ten years 

and 20 years has come up, how many years are left for destruction? So, Avyakt Bapdada has said: 

Arey, certainly there aren‟t twenty years for you, the seed form souls who are the direct children 

of the Sun of Knowledge at all. How many years are left at the most? Ten [years]. Within these 

ten years, the establishment as well… Establishment of what? Arey, the rosary of Rudra is 

revealed first, isn‟t it? Has the rosary been prepared yet? Has it? It isn‟t ready yet. How many 

years have passed? Eighty years have passed. The rosary was prepared in the beginning of 

yagya, in Om Mandali and it used to break again and again. Brahma Baba began to prepare the 

rosary in the middle as well, a sandeshi
5
 came and said that Brahma Baba was making the rosary 

and the Father sat and smiled. This was said. Why was He smiling? He smiled because the one 

who plays the part of the Moon of Knowledge, Brahma, the one who forms the gathering of four 

heads… He is the four-headed Brahma, isn‟t he? So, he has less, limited knowledge like the 

moon, complete with 16 celestial degrees. When he has less knowledge, how will he form the 
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gathering? Will the gathering be formed? What will happen even if the gathering is formed? It 

will break. So, it was said that the Father started smiling…  

Now what will He do in the end? Just like in the beginning, in the Om Mandali, when the 

Father was teaching, the knowledge of the Gita that He used to narrate at that time – He used to 

narrate the meanings of that very Sanskrit Gita– will the Gita be revealed again in the end or not? 

Arey, which is the main religious scripture of the Bharatvaasis? The Gita. But those poor ones 

forgot. In today‟s democratic government, they even forgot what our main religious scripture is. 

Had they known that „religion is might‟, there is power in the religion itself, then they would 

have adopted one religious scripture. They know and see in practice as well that the Muslims 

believe in only the Koran, they don‟t revere any other religious book. They hold that very book. 

They hold it, don‟t they? Even when they take an oath, they take the Koran in their hand. And 

the Christians too will read only the Bible a lot, it is to the Bible that they will give the most 

importance. They won‟t give importance to any other religious scripture to that extent. So, is 

there power in them or not? Do those who believe in one religious scripture, one religious father 

and those who follow one religion have more power in today‟s world or those who believe in 

many religious fathers, [who think:] Krishna is God; what? He is God of the Gita. And Ram is 

also God. He is a Suryavanshi and he is the form of Vivasvat
6
; his name is the Sun . (Student 

comments.) Yes, God came and gave the donation of knowledge to him based on which the 

establishment of the True Religion happened. So, someone has made someone [their father] and 

someone has made someone else [their father]. They have made numerous religious fathers who 

establish the True Religion. Arey! Will there be one truth or many? There is one truth. (Student 

comments.) Yes. It is also written in the scriptures that on this stage like world it is only Shankar 

whose soul and body is never destroyed. „It isn‟t destroyed‟ doesn‟t mean that he doesn‟t leave 

his physical body. Arey, he does leave his physical body but does that soul leave the subtle body? 

No. The mind and intellect are also included in the subtle body, aren‟t they? There are elements 

that form the body, aren‟t there? The mind and intellect are also included in those 23-24 

elements. It isn‟t that they consist only earth, water, air, fire and sky. No. So, it was said that the 

soul in the form of the mind and intellect, the seed form soul of this stage like world is forever 

present in this world with the body too. And with the soul? Is he forever present in this world 

through the mind and intellect like soul as well or not? He is present forever. It is because he 

alone is truth, isn‟t he? So, he alone exists and what about the body of the rest of them? All the 

rest of them leave their body. This is certain that some [leave it] for a short time and some for a 

long time.  

So, it was said: The one who is truth, you forgot that true religious father [and] his real form 

as well. You forgot even the song of knowledge, the knowledge of the Gita narrated by Him. 

Earlier, they still used to make [a person] take an oath by making them hold the Gita in their 

hand in the courts of the Indian government. Nowadays, they have even stopped making 

[someone] take the oath of the Gita. Why? It is because that government itself is like that. How? 

Secular kingdom. „We don‟t have any expectation for any religion.‟ „What do you expect?‟ 

„Keep giving us votes. You may be a follower of any religion, follow any religious father, read, 

believe and understand any religious scripture [but] what should you do for us? Give us votes, so 
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that we sit on the throne and rule on you, beat the stick on you.‟ It is this way, isn‟t it? Yes, it is 

this way. They need votes. So, it was said that they don‟t believe in religion, they don‟t believe 

in [any] religious father and they don‟t believe in [any] religious scripture either. This is why, is 

there any power in this government? Does any rule or law work? Today, a minister will come to 

power and make a law. And tomorrow someone else will come to power; he breaks that law and 

makes a new law. Every day new laws are made and they are broken every day. So, will the legal 

management be intact? It doesn‟t remain intact at all. So, the Christian government that was 

before, did they have some strict rules and regulations or not? Did they have control or not? 

Alright, there was the control of the police but was there control over the gangsters, thieves and 

dacoits or not? And in today‟s world? In today‟s world, in this government, the government 

officials themselves steal and bribe so much. They work in a bank and they do such things in the 

very bank [saying:] „Give us half [the money] and we will also give you half, loot the entire 

money of the bank and take it with you.‟ Tell Me, do they do that or not? The government 

officials of different rank themselves are doing this. So look, it is happening because of not 

believing in religion and actions. They don‟t believe in one religion. They don‟t believe in one 

religious scripture and they don‟t believe in one religious father. This is why, they have no power 

to rule the kingdom. Just as… There isn‟t the rule of rulers at all. Whose government will it be 

called? Whose [government]? It will be called the government of cowards. No rule and 

regulation works. It doesn‟t work on gangsters at all. What? (Student comments.) Yes.  

So, nowadays, people have started saying in the world: Gangsters are greater than God! 

Aha! In today‟s world, gangsters and criminalism harass even God. Do they harass [God] or not? 

(Student replies.) Yes. So it was said… And it is also mentioned in the scriptures, whether it is in 

the form of God Shankar, whether it is in the form of God Ram or God Krishna, He comes in 

such a world, sinful world with a sinful government, in the kingdom of Ravan, where God 

Krishna had to hide in villages and perform his task. Did he have to do that or not? (Student‟ 

replies.) Yes, it is shown in the scriptures in this way. Similarly, Shankar… What do we call God 

Shankar? Arey, in the rule of today‟s government, he has also been glorified as God, God 

Shankar . Bhasmasura
7
 , who have such power that they turn themselves into ashes when they 

keep their intellect like hand on themselves, they want to keep their hand on God first [saying:] 

„First we will reduce you to ashes‟. God keeps running around and Bhasmasura keeps chasing 

him. So look, even God‟s condition has become bad under this government, hasn‟t it? Does any 

rule and regulation work? Whom should He report? Whom should He tell: „Arey, I myself gave 

him the boon! He asked for a boon from Me and he is ready to oppress Me!‟ No one is going to 

listen. Accha, that was about God Krishna and God Shankar. Now, take the example of God 

Ram. God Ram also comes in such a world of the kingdom of Ravan, where no rule and 

regulation works. The poor one has to stay hidden in forests. What? Did he fight the battle while 

staying in the forest or not? He did. Whose army did he take? Arey, he didn‟t even find human 

beings. He didn‟t find human beings at all, who could stabilize their intellect, think and churn. 

Their intellect is like the monkeys, whose intellect is here this moment and it ran away the next 

moment. Yes! What kind of an intellect? An inconstant intellect. How is it? It is just like 

monkeys. So, it is shown, which army did he take? He took the army of monkeys and where do 
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monkeys reside? Do they reside more in villages or in forests? You find many monkeys in the 

forests. In the jungle of thorns… What? What is this world? It is a jungle of thorns, isn‟t it? So, 

God Ram took the army of monkeys in the jungle of thorns. No human being who thinks and 

churns supported him at all. So look, how even God is degraded in this government! Yes.  

Why? Why is He degraded? It is because this world doesn‟t recognize the part, the highest 

of the high part that God plays when He comes in this world. Arey, let alone the world, even the 

monkeys who sit face to face don‟t recognize [Him]. And because of not recognizing [Him], they 

come under the influence of the opponents. So, the opponents of the community of Ravan, those 

who belong to other religions, the foreign religions and the vidharmis, whether they belong to the 

Indian religions or the foreign religions, they come under their influence and after coming under 

their influence… That‟s it! Whatever they narrated, „Arey, your God does that…‟ Just like the 

Christians, do they convert [people] by defaming God Ram, God Krishna and God Shankar or 

not? Yes. They converted so many Bharatvaasis. Similarly, the rehearsal of the bomb of the 

revelation of the Supreme Soul takes place first in the Brahmin world.  

What kind of revelation? Today‟s world has become such that, does it listen to the topics of 

defamation with a lot of interest or do they listen to the virtues of a person, a human being when 

they are mentioned? (Student replies.) Yes, they listen to the topics of defamation with great 

love. And if it is said that these ones who call themselves Brahmins, the children of Brahma 

[say:] „We have found God‟… And when it comes to their intellect: arey, even God performs 

such tasks! He becomes so adulterous! Arey, what I heard was true. We converted to the 

Christian religion or the Muslim religion just because of listening “your God Krishna keeps 

16,000 queens”. Arey, if he alone experiences all the pleasure, what will the poor public do? As 

is the king so are the subjects. The king certainly has power but the subjects don‟t have that 

much power. Then, what will they do? Will they steal or not? Yes, they will become adulterous 

stealthily. So, there will be complete ruination in the world. Now, they don‟t know the reality of 

their God. On one side, they build the temples of Shiva and worship as well. Worship what? 

Which action do they worship? The Shivling that is kept in the temple, what action is He 

performing? And with whom is He performing it? Is He performing [any action] or not? (Student 

replies.) Yes, which action has been depicted? God is in the form of the Shivling. His ling alone 

is worshipped. The ear isn‟t worshipped. There isn‟t a nose, neither eyes, nor legs. What is 

worshipped? The ling is placed. That ling… Yes. When the world performs the task that is 

shown [in the temple of Shiva], it still performs it stealthily because they feel shame. The world 

still feels embarrassed. And what about this one? And this one… Temples are built… The entire 

world is coming to see [Him] and He is showing off. What is He doing? „Look, this is what I am 

doing ‟. Arey!  

Even in that, in that argha
8
, there isn‟t just the one. What? It isn‟t about just one Parvati. 

Arey, God has already told us children. What? All of you are Parvatis. All of you are Sitas. What 

are you? All of you are Draupadis. In the Iron Age… Certainly, no one disrobes Draupadi in the 

Golden Age. Where are they disrobed? It is about this Iron Age. Draupadis are disrobed in the 

Iron Age, Ravan abducts Sita and… What was said? And Parvati… Yes, all of you are Parvatis. 
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It means, you take the [others] across. What? Whom do you take across? All of you certainly 

take someone or another across. What? You. Who are all of you? Arey, will it be said for the 

seed form souls or for everyone? It is said for the seed form souls that all of you are Parvati. The 

whole world is merged in you seeds. Isn‟t it merged? When all the five-seven billion leaves of 

the tree like world can be merged in one seed, can‟t some be merged in the other seeds number 

wise
9
? Yes, they can. So, it was said that you Parvatis are the ones who take [others] across. All 

the souls that come under you, in your controlling power, those who come in your contact and 

connection for many births, you are their Parvati who takes them across. Are you number wise or 

are all of you the number one? (Student replies.) Yes, the number one takes the number one 

across. She becomes instrument to take the seed, the father of the whole human world across. So, 

is it as if she became the mother of the five-seven billion [human beings] or not? No? Yes, when 

she takes the seed, the seed of the whole human world across, it is as if she takes the whole tree 

across. And the rest are number wise.  

So, it was said that he is performing such and such action with Parvati in the temple. The 

devotees believe in Parvati in the form of the mother and Shankarji in the form of the father. Just 

like it happens in today‟s world; what? Is today‟s world the Iron Age world or a reformed world 

like the Golden, Silver or Copper Age ? No. It is a corrupt world. The children of today… The 

mother and father keep doing activities, demonic activities with each other and the children open 

their eyes and keep watching what their mummy and daddy are doing. Do they see it or not? Do 

the children see this or not? They do. And just like the parents do, do the children do the same or 

not? They do. So when the world becomes such that parents in the form of the mother and the 

father… They are children, all of them have a child like intellect. They don‟t understand at all. 

What? These are the parents, they are the masters of our life. Arey, when a child is born, are 

parents the masters of his life or not? (Student comments). No? If parents come to know … like 

Aurangzeb and Shah Jahan; had Shah Jahan known that his son, Aurangzeb would put him in 

prison [thinking:] „Rot in jail‟ … Had he known [this] earlier, could he have killed that child or 

not? Yes, he could have killed him at that very moment. So are parents the masters of the child‟s 

life or not? They are. So, it was said that you children come to this world and become shameless 

like monkeys. Today‟s world is of monkeys, isn‟t it? So just like there is shamelessness in the 

monkey world … The male monkey and the female monkey indulge in vices on top of a tree. 

Although, all of their children and the entire world, all the human beings, all the creatures keep 

seeing them, they have no shame. Similarly, the world today is becoming like that and it has 

become that. 

So, they believe that all are sinful in this world. Do they or not? They believe from within 

that the entire world is sinful. But when they hear about God: They say this is the part of God 

and God performs such and such actions like monkeys. Is He the Father of even the monkeys or 

not? God is the Father of this world, He is the Father of the human world, isn‟t He? So, is He the 

Father of the human beings, the deities, the demons as well as all the creatures or not? Are 

animals and birds included in creatures or not? They are. All the insects and spiders are included 

[in it]. This is why, it has been said… What? It has been mentioned in the scriptures that the 

human soul is born in 84 lakh (hundred thousand) species. So, can every human soul play a part 
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of 84 lakh species? No, it is about just one soul who plays the highest of the high part of the 

deity Vishnu, the resident of Vaikunth, as well as the master of Vaikunth. And in this degraded 

world, there are the most inferior insects and spiders, aren‟t there? They give a lot of sorrow. 

They have no other business except giving sorrow. What do these flies and mosquitoes do? Do 

they give happiness or do they give only sorrow? Do they give happiness to anyone? Mosquitoes 

certainly give sorrow. So it was said, more than them… the germs of diseases that grow inside 

the body… Do they or not? How many germs of malaria are present in just one drop? They can‟t 

be seen through these eyes, but they are also creatures, aren‟t they? Are they creatures or not? 

They are all creatures. It is the father of the human world who performs lower actions than even 

them. Is he or not? Who? Is it the Father of the souls or the father of the human world in whom 

the Father of the souls enters? (Student replies.) Yes, the father of the human world; all the 

creatures are sustained under the human beings in this world. Are they or not? (Student replies.) 

Yes. 

So, it was said that the seed form father is the highest of the high as well as the lowest of the 

low actor. The world doesn‟t understand his highest of the high part … The world thinks that he 

performs such and such actions with countless [maidens and mothers], with the 16,000, so, he is 

very impure. They think for themselves that they weren‟t that impure, they were still within 

limits. So, the defamation that spreads… among whom? Especially among the Bharatvaasis… It 

is they who create a big commotion; who? Who creates a commotion? Is it the people of the 

outside world? Are the foreigners of Europe more influenced by it or do they understand the 

reality first? When God the Father comes and clears the reality of the concept of 16,000 queens 

of Krishna, who understands it first? Do the foreigners understand it or do the Bharatvaasis 

understand it? The foreigners understand it. The Bharatvaasis don‟t understand it. In fact, the 

Bharatvasis spread criticism all the more [saying:] Arey, the one whom we considered to be God 

also performs such lowly actions! It isn‟t that only the Basic Brahmins think that, [those] who 

perform the shooting in the Brahmin world, who call themselves Brahma Kumar Kumaris, who 

don‟t give the name of their father because they are ashamed of it. No. Leave their topic aside. 

They have a child like intellect. Just like, did Brahma Baba have a child like intellect or a mature 

intellect? The knowledge, the knowledge of the Gita that the Father Shiva narrates through his 

mouth after coming, did he understand its depth? He didn‟t. Because of not understanding it as 

he had a childlike intellect, how are all his followers? Do they have a child like intellect or a 

mature intellect? (Student replies.) No, they had a childlike intellect. So, leave their topic aside. 

But those who say: “We take the Advance knowledge, we sit face to face with God and play the 

part of studying face to face”, so even them, are they caught in the spiral of the defamation or 

not? (Student replies.) Yes. The converted seed form souls who defame become so dangerous 

that the Father [to] whom they gave [the letter of faith] in writing with their blood in the 

beginning of the yagya – what? – „He alone is our Father, the Supreme Father‟ and now in the 

end, they gave in writing on the government’s stamp paper or they have also given it writing on 

a plain paper in the beginning [of the Advance party]. (Student comments.) Yes. Have they or 

not? And they also wrote an affidavit, the letter of oath in front of the government's court. Is 

notary also [a part of] the court set up by the government or not? It is. So, they promised in front 

of the court: “He is our God the Father. We found God the Father.” Then, what do they do? Are 

they double faced or not? They are. They don‟t accept just one father. Then what do they do? 
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Yes. Many Vishnu parties emerge and they become great gods in those Vishnu parties and what 

do they do then? The seed form souls who convert, who have the husk of other religions on 

them, what do they do to the intellect of all those seed form souls? They pollute it. What? So, do 

they remove the husk or are they covered by the husk all the more? What happens? The husk of 

the vidharmis becomes even stronger. They explode such big bomb of defamation, the bomb of 

the revelation of the Supreme Soul. Now it was just said, wasn‟t it? Today‟s world has become 

such that it notices someone‟s virtues less and it notices the bad traits more. For example, there is 

a white dressed Brahmin. He is a Brahmin, but if one black stain is visible on the front, does 

everyone‟s attention go towards that black stain or does it go on the whole white dress he is 

wearing? They notice the stain. It is the same [here].  

Leave the whole world. Leave those who are the supporting souls, the root form souls, the 

Brahmin souls of this world. Leave those who are standing as the supporting souls of other 

religions and those who are such supporting souls whose roots have decayed; those roots aren‟t 

even visible from above. (Student comments.) Yes. If you go in the depth, they will be visible. 

So, whoever those roots are, are all of them influenced by the vidharmis or not? They are. Those 

who are Brahmins with fewer celestial degrees in the Brahmin world are also influenced and 

those who call themselves the Suryavanshi, seed form souls are also influenced to such an extent 

that one after the other, everyone starts breaking. So, semi-destruction happens when half the 

time of the world [has passed]. When the world of heaven ends, destruction takes place. So, does 

the shooting happen or not? Yes. Such shooting happened among the seed form souls in 98. Now 

which shooting has to happen? Will there be semi-destruction or the complete destruction? 

(Student replies.) Yes, there will be the complete destruction. And how is this government? 

When the government doesn‟t find any solid proof, they (the officials) believe in just hearsay. 

That witness testified. Accha, leave that one. The second witness testified. Then the third one, the 

fourth, the fifth one came up. Arey, hundreds and thousands [of people] came up who said, „This 

and that happened with us. We were forced and compelled like this. We were raped.‟ That‟s all. 

The government will function according to the law, won‟t it? So, the government holds on to the 

law. (Student comments.) Yes. So, it was said, is it an unjust government or are they the rulers, 

the kings made by God who are sitting on the seat? Was it God who made them the kings or was 

it the subjects who made them kings? Who made [them that]? It won‟t be said that God made 

them kings. The subjects made them kings, didn‟t they? There is the first class, the second class, 

the third class and even the fourth class subjects among the subject [category]. So, the subjects 

of the lower class will certainly perform lowly actions, won‟t they? Will it elect good people or 

will it elect bad people and seat them [on the throne]? The subjects of the lowly kind… Just like 

when the Father comes, He says: I create four kinds of castes. Among those subjects there are the 

Brahmins, the Kshatriya, the Vaishya and even those who perform low actions, those who steal 

and rob, sweepers and cobblers who loiter and are licentious are [part of them]. And when they 

together go to steal and rob, whom do they worship? Do they worship Mahagauri or Mahakali? 

Whom do they worship? (Student replies.) Yes, she is the biggest candaalani
10

, isn‟t she? They 

worship her. She has been given the name Chandika devi
11

. So it was said: In the rule that is in 

the kingdom of Ravan, is there more population of the lower category subjects or of the high 
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class? Arey, Tulsidas wrote 300-400 years ago: Bhaye varna sankar sabai
12

. Although, someone 

may have a topknot and a long and thick janeu (the sacred Brahmin thread), it is to show-off. But 

they too know from within: We are very adulterous. We are drunkards, non-vegetarians and who 

knows what [other] loitering and licentious actions we do. They know [this] from within but they 

think and show themselves as great erudite men, scholars, teachers and sanyasis in the outside 

world. Does it happen like this or not? The Father has certainly come and told you children – 

what? – all are bhrashtacaarii in this world. Brahmins are also bhrashtacaarii. Sanyasis are also 

bhrashtacaarii. No even a single one is shreshtacaarii among them. And the one who is 

shreshtacaarii, the one who establishes the elevated religion, the part that he plays through the 

karmendriyaan when he comes, through the corrupt karmendriyaan, they don‟t understand the 

part of the corrupt karmendriyaan either, that when he remains detached from the mind and 

intellect, will he accumulate sins or not? He will not accumulate any sin at all. No one 

understands the depth of this concept. Because of not understanding, they consider the part of 

even God to be vicious, a licentious person, the one who performs adulterous actions.  

So, it was said: When the world becomes such, what happens? There is no one in their 

world who can explain to them. Arey, when they defamed God so much, who will accept the 

words of God? Will anyone listen to [Him]? Will anyone accept it? No. Still, are they number 

wise in this world or not? Or is everyone the same? (Student replies.) Yes, there are one-two of 

such souls on this stage like world among the seed form souls and there are two of such special 

souls among those who play a part in the form of the roots, the supporting souls as well who 

have their connection of the intellect with [just] the One birth after births or do they have it with 

many? There is such an actor as well. There is one among the Rudramala [who has connection 

with the one] on the basis of the intellect, she is called Kashi Nagari. What? Kashya means 

lustre. The lustre of what? Is it the lustre of the body, the karmendriyaan of the body or the lustre 

of the mind and intellect? The lustre of concentration of the mind and the intellect. And there is 

also such [a soul] who is said [to belong to] the rosary of victory, who teaches her companions to 

gain victory over the vices in practice. So, it was said… who is the first class [soul] among 

them? (To the student:) You might know her well. (Student replies.) Yes, she is pure through her 

body and she is the one who plays the practical part of remaining pure with her mind and 

intellect like soul as well. So God, whom the entire world brought down, disgraced, they did, 

didn‟t they? They harassed Him after His coming to this corrupt world.  It is then that she 

comes. And when she comes, she glorifies His name. Then, such numerous Ganges of 

knowledge come number wise. Where? Do they come from North India, from the UP
13

 side or 

from South India? North India. The memory of the Ganges of knowledge is famous in North 

India. What kind of Ganges? It is such a Ganges, whose body in the form of mud, it (the Ganges) 

has sand, hasn‟t it? Smear it nicely on your body, then pour a big lota
14

 of water and all the mud 

will be washed away at once. They are such Ganges of knowledge, whose light of knowledge is 

so sharp that mud and soil can‟t remain at all. Om Shanti. 
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